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DUALITY FOR THE QUANTUM E{2) GROUP

A. VAN DAELE AND S.L. WORONOWICZ

The quantum deformation Eμ(2) of the group of motions of
the plane on the C*-level was obtained by the second author.
He also constructed the Pontryagin dual Eμ(2) explicitly, to-
gether with the unitary bicharacter describing this duality. In
this paper we show that the dual of Eμ(2) is again Eμ(2).

0. Introduction.

Let μ be any number in ]0,1[. Consider the *-algebra A over C with an
identity, generated by a unitary element v and a normal element n satisfying
vn = μnv. This *-algebra can be made into a Hopf *-algebra when the
comultiplication Φ is defined by

φ(t ) = v ® v

Φ(n) = v®n + n®v*.

Then, the counit e is given by e(v) = 1 and e(n) = 0. The antipode S is

given by S(v) — υ* and S(n) — —μ~1n.

On the other hand, consider the *-algebra B over C with identity, gener-
ated by a self-adjoint invertible element α and a normal element b satisfying
ab — μba. Again B can be made into a Hopf *-algebra when Φ is defined by

Φ(α) = a®a

φ(6) =a®b + b®a~1.

Then, the counit is given by e(α) = 1 and e(b) = 0 while the antipode is

determined by S(a) = a~ι and S(b) = —μ~λb.

The pair (A, B) becomes a dual pair of Hopf *-algebras when the pairing

is defined by

(υ,α) = μ * (n,a) = 0

(v,b)=0 <n,&) = l.

This pairing is non-degenerate. (For details, see e.g. [5, 6] and [8].)
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The algebra A can be considered as a quantized version - on the Hopf
*-algebra level - of the group E(2) of motions of the plane. To obtain these
two quantum groups on the C*-algebra level (i.e. the quantized version of
the continuous functions on the group that tend to zero at infinity), turns
out to be non-trivial and certainly more complicated than for the examples
of compact quantum groups and the (non-compact) Heisenberg group (see
e.g. [9]). The reason is the following. When representing the algebras A and
B by means of operators on a Hubert space Ή, it turns out that, although
the elements Φ(n) and Φ(b) are normal in the "-algebras A® A and B ® B
respectively, these elements are only formally normal as operators on %®Ή.
In fact, only with certain restrictions on the spectrum, these operators have
proper normal extensions. This is necessary to define the comultiplication
on the C*-level. (See [1] and [7]-)

It was the second author who developed the necessary machinery to deal
with these problems. In [1] the theory of unbounded elements affiliated with
a C*-algebra is developed and this is used to obtain the quantization Eμ(2)
of the group of motions of the plane on the C*-level. In [3] the results on
pairs of normal operators satisfying certain commutation rules are obtained.
And in [2] this is used to obtain the dual Eμ(2). It turns out that this is
indeed the C*-version of the second Hopf *-algebra described above.

In this paper, we use the same techniques as in [2] to show that the
Pontryagin dual of Eμ{2) is again Eμ(2). This is done in section 2 of the
paper. In section 1 we recall the definitions of Eμ(2) and Eμ(2) and we collect
some of the properties that we need on Eμ(2) and its automorphisms.

1. The quantum groups Eμ(2) and Eμ(2).

Fix a number μ G ]0,1[ . The quantum group Eμ{2) on the C*-algebra level
can be described as a C*-crossed product in the following way. Denote

C μ = {z e C I z = 0 or \z\e μz}.

Let Coo ( C μ J be the algebra of continuous complex functions on CM, vanish-

ing at infinity. Define an automorphism a by (af)(z) — f(μz). Then the

C*-algebra A is defined as the crossed product C^ ( C j x α Z.

Given a Hubert space Ή, a unitary operator v and a normal opera-
tor n with Sp(n) C Cμ such that vnv* = μn, there exists a covariant
representation of the above covariant system given by τr(/) = f(n) since
υπ(f)v* — f(vnυ*) — f(μn) = (α/)(n). Hence there is an associated repre-
sentation of A on H.
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If we take % = 12(Z x Z) and we define υ and n by

(υξ)(k,i)=ξ(k + l,ί)

(nξ)(k,e)=μkξ(k,e-l),

then the pair satisfies the above requirements. In fact, we have such
universal pair in the sense that the corresponding representation of A
faithful. This means that A can be identified with the C*-algebra obtained
by taking the closed linear span of operators of the form vkf(n) where k eZ
and with / G Coo ( ϋ μ ) .

If we take the pair (υ, n) and we define

V — v (g) v

n — υ ®n + n®υ*

(by + we mean the closure of the sum of the two operators), it follows from
the results in [3] that we get again a pair with the same requirements. Hence
there is a "-representation Φ of A induced by this pair. This Φ is a morphism
of A into M(A ® A) and it is coassociative.

Definition 1.1. The quantum group Eμ(2) is the C*-algebra A together
with this comultiplication.

The quantum group Eμ(2) is a little more difficult to describe.

Denote by Σ μ the closure of the set

and consider again the C*-algebra C^ (Σ μ J. Define an automorphism β on

this C*-algebra by (/?/)(s,μr) = f(s — 2,μr). Let Bλ be the C*-crossed prod-

uct Coo ίΣ μ J Xp Z. We will consider the C*-subalgebra B of Bλ generated

by finitely supported functions ξ : Z -> C^ [Σμ) such that (£(&))(r, 0) = 0

for all r when k φ 0.

Given a Hubert space H, a self-adjoint operator N and a normal operator
b with polar decomposition b — u\b\ such that N and |6| strongly commute
and have joint spectrum Sp(ΛΓ, |6|) C Σ μ and such that u is a unitary and^
satisfies uNu* = N — 2, there is a covariant representation of the above
covariant system given by τr(/) = /(iV, |6|) since uπ(f)u* = f(N — 2, |6|) =
(/?/)(7V, |6|). Then we also get an associated representation of the C*-algebra
Bλ. If u is no longer unitary, but only a partial isometry satisfying uN =
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(N — 2)u, we still have uπ(f) = (βf)(N, \b\)u and by the choice of B there
is still an associated representation of the C*-algebra B.

Take Ή = f(Σμ) and define N and b by

Then we have operators as above and the pair is universal in the sense that
the corresponding representation of Bx is faithful. We again identify Bι with
the C*-algebra obtained by taking the closed linear span of operators of the
form ukf(N, \b\) where k e Z and / G C^ (ΣμV Then B is the closed linear
span of the operators ukf(N, \b\) with /(r, 0) = 0 if k φ 0.

The comultiplication on B is defined as follows. Consider the universal
pair (iV, b) as above. Let

N = N®1 + 1®N

where μ*N is f(N) with f(k) = μ** foτkeZ and similarly for μ-i*. It
follows from [3] that this pair again satisfies the right properties and hence
defines a representation. This gives the comultiplication Φ : B -> M(B®B).

Definition 1.2. The quantum group Eμ(2) is the C*-algebra B together
with this comultiplication.

In [2] it is shown that Eμ(2) is the Pontryagin dual of Eμ(2). We will
show that also the dual of Eμ(2) is again Eμ(2). The method that we use is
very similar to the one used in [2],

First we want to obtain some more results on the quantum group Eμ{2).

Define a projection operator Q on ^2(Σμ) by

if s is odd.

It is not hard to prove the following result.

Proposition 1.3. The operator Q is a central projection in the multiplier
algebra of B. One has

= Q ® Q + (1 - Q) ® (1 - Q).
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Proof. Because Q is a function of N, it is not hard to see that it is an element
of the multiplier algebra M(B). Because of the conditions on the joined
spectrum of the pair (iV, |6|) it is also a function of |6|. By the normality of b
it follows that Q also commutes with u. Therefore it is a central projection
in M{B). We can write Q = § (1 + (-1)N) where {-l)N = f{N) with
f{k) = (-1)* for k e Z. We have Φft- l ) " ) = (-1)" Θ (-1)". Then the
above formula for Φ(Q) follows from an easy calculation. D

In fact, Q is the spectral projection corresponding to the even part of the
spectrum of JV. Because of the relation between the spectrum of N and of
|6|, it is also a spectral projection of |6|. The projection Q splits B into a
direct sum of parts where the spectra of N and |6| are no longer related. We
will see later that these two parts of B are isomorphic.

We now define some *-homomorphisms.

Lemma 1.4. There is a *-homomorphism ψ : B —> C defined by

This is obtained by considering the trivial pair of operators 1 and 0 on
the Hubert space C and using the universal property of J5. Remark that

Φ(Q) = o.

Lemma 1.5. Define p = (φ ® ^)Φ. This is the * -automorphism of B
corresponding to replacing N by N + 1 and b by μ~?b.

Proof. Formally we have

p(N) - (φ <8

p(b) =

This formal calculation can of course be made precise by considering the
right functions of these operators. D
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Remark that p(Q) = 1 — Q so that p is a *-automorphism that gives an
ismomorphism between the two parts of B.

Lemma 1.6. Define θ = (ψ ® 1® ψ)(Φ ® ήΦ This is the *-automorphism
of B corresponding to replacing N by N + 2 and by leaving b invariant

Proof

= {p®ψ)Φ(N)

= {p®ψ){N® 1 + 1® N)

= {p®ψ)Φ{b)

= 6.

D

Remark that Θ(Q) = Q.

We will also use the *-endomorphism 7 of B obtained by leaving N and
replacing 6 by 0.

2. Unitary representations of Eμ(2).

A unitary representation of Eμ(2) on some Hubert space 7ί is a unitary
element W in the multiplier algebra M(B®CB(H))> where CB(U) denotes
the C*-algebra of compact operators on H, satisfying the equation

(Φ ®L)W = W23W13.

Note that this formula differs from the usual one but the difference is not
essential. We use it in this form because we work with the dual and we want
to obtain the same formula for the bicharacter as in [2].

We will prove the following result.

Theorem 2.1. If W is as above, then there exist a unitary operator v and
a normal operator n on K such that Sp(n) C Cμ and vnv* = μn and such
that

W = Fμ (μ*Nb ® vn) (1 0 υ)
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Here Fμ is the function on normal operators with spectrum in C as defined
in [3]. By (l®v)NΘ1 we mean the operator Y^keΊjek®vk when N = ΣkeZkek

is the spectral resolution of N.

So, in what follows, fix a Hubert space H and a unitary W as above. We
will first obtain the unitary v.

Definition 2.2. Define v = (ψ ® ή(W).

This gives a unitary on %. We will need the following formula.

Lemma 2.3. When 7 is the endomorphism of B obtained by leaving N
invariant and sending b to 0, we get (7 ® ι>){W) == (1 ® υ)N<s>1.

Proof. For any integer s we consider the *-homomorphism φs from B to C
defined by the representation (s,0) of the pair (N,b). Recall that φ = ψι.
Then, it is easy to see that φsφt = φs+t for all s,ί 6 Z. So we find that
(φs ® O(^) — 'yS Because 7 is induced by the pair (iV,0), it is clear that

•
Because p — (^ ® t)Φ we get

(p ®

And since p(Q) = 1 — Q it follows that

- Q) ® 1) = (p ®

So we see that it will be sufficient to determine the part W(Q® 1). Therefore,
we will work now mainly in the subspace Q£2(Σ,μ). We will denote restric-
tions of operators, *-automorphisms, ... to this subspace with an index 0.
We will use e.g. Wo for W(Q ® 1), 0O for the map xQ -> θ(xQ), ... We will
use Φo for the map xQ -> Φ(xQ)(Q ® Q). Notice that SpiVΌ C 2Z where
No = NQ.

Lemma 2.4. Define Uo = (1 ® v)-2No^Wo{l ® i;)-*^0®1. TΛen

(0o®O(ϋΌ) = ϋΌ-

Proof. We have

(0 ® ή(W) = (φ®L®φ®
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And because Θ(N) = N + 2 we get

(0o ®

D

Lemma 2.5. There is a continuous function f : Sp(&o) -* B(Ή) such that
f(z) is a unitary operator for all z G Sp(60) and Uo = f(b0).

Proof Let B ® CB(U) act on £2(Σμ) ® H. Then W is a unitary operator
on this space. Hence Wo is a unitary operator on Q£2(Σμ) ® Ή. Since the
"-automorphism θ0 is implemented by the unitary u0, defined by

(uoξ)(s,μr) = ξ(s-2,μr)

we must have that Uo commutes with this operator u0 ® 1. Recall that
ΐiO|&o| i s the polar decomposition of b0. Because |6| commutes with all of
B, also UQ commutes with |60| ® l Hence Uo commutes with all functions
of 60 But these generate a maximal abelian subalgebra M on Q£2(Σμ).
So UQ G Λ4 ® β(^ί), the von Neumann tensor product of ΛΊ with /?(%).
This means that {70 has the form /(60) where / : Sp(60) —̂  B(Ή) ιs a

measurable function with values in the unitary operators. However, UQ is
in the multiplier algebra of QB ® CB{W). And the fixed points in QB for
the automorphism θ0 are clearly of the form 5(60) with g G CΌo(Sp(6o))
Therefore, / must be a continuous function. D

Lemma 2.6. We have

f(R + S) = f(R)f(S)

when R = μ~iN° ® b0 and S = b0® μ%N°.

Proof Consider again the formula

and cut down by Q®Q®1. Recall that Wo = (l®Ό)lNo91f(bo)(l®υ)tNo91

So we obtain for the left hand side :

f(b0® μiN° + μ-*N° ® b0)
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Now consider the endomorphism 7 that takes N to N and b to 0. We showed
in Lemma 2.3 that (7 ® L)(W) = (1 ® υ)N<8>1. If we apply this to the first
factor in the tensor product we obtain

If we apply it to the second factor we get

If we multiply these two formulas we get

13 = ( 1 ® 1 ®

(bo ® / ^ °

If we combine this with the formula in the beginning, we precisely get the
desired result. D

These operators R and S precisely satisfy the conditions of the pairs
considered in [3]. Indeed

R = μ'iN° ®bo = (l® u0) (μ-lNo ® |6 0 | )

5 = b0 ® μ±N« = (ixo ® 1

and |&o| ctnd Λ̂ o strongly commute, SpiVo = 2Z, Sp|6 0 | — CM, UQNOUO =
iV0 + 2Q. Therefore we can apply Theorem 4.2 of [3].

Lemma 2.7. There exist a normal operator n onl-L with Sp(n) C C such
that

f{bo)=Fμ(bo®n)

where Fμ is as in [2],

Lemma 2.8. We have vnυ* — μn.

Proof. Apply the *-automorphism p2 to the formula
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We know that p2(N0) = No + 2, p2(b0) = μ-% and p2(W0) = W0(l <g> v2).

So we get

W0(l ® υ2) = (1 ®

WQ = (1 ® μ

By uniqueness we get vnv* = μn. D

Lemma 2.9. We have Wo = Fμ (μ?N°b0 ® nv) (1 ® v)

Proo/.

D

Prom this we see that

W{Q ®l)=Fμ (μiNbQ ® n«) (1 ® υ)^®1 (Q ® 1).

If we apply ^ we get

= i5; (μi(N+1)μ-h(l - Q) ® nυ) (1 ® υ)("+1)®1(l - Q)

and so

- Q) ® 1) = F μ ( μ ^ 6 ( l - Q) ® nv) (1 ® v)^®^! - Q) ® 1

Therefore we get precisely the same formula on Q and (1 — Q). Hence, if we
replace n by vnv* = μn, we get the formula in our theorem.
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